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Cosmic string loops and large-scale structure
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We investigate the contribution made by small loops from a cosmic string network as seeds for large-scale
structure formation. We show that cosmic string loops are highly correlated with the long-string network on
large scales and therefore contribute significantly to the power spectrum of density perturbations if the average
loop lifetime is comparable to or above one Hubble time. This effect further improves the large-scale bias
problem previously identified in earlier studies of cosmic string models.@S0556-2821~99!01614-8#

PACS number~s!: 98.80.Cq, 98.62.Ai, 98.65.Dx
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I. INTRODUCTION

Quantitative predictions for the large-scale structure
duced by cosmic strings have taken some time to crysta
as the understanding of cosmic string physics has impro
@1#. In particular, the role of small loops produced by t
string network has evolved from a potential one-to-one c
respondence between loops and cosmological objects@2#
through to a completely subsidiary role relative to the wa
swept out by long strings@3#. This dethronement of loop
was a result of numerical studies which showed that the

erage loop sizel̄ 5at was much smaller than the horizo

l̄ !dH @4,5#; they might even be as small as the length sc
set by gravitational back reactiona;1024, a value appro-
priate for grand unified theory~GUT! scale strings@1#. Add
the high ballistic loop velocities observedv̄'c/A2 and it
was not surprising that these tiny loops have been assu
to be more or less uniformly distributed and hence a ne
gible source relative to the long string network@6#. Never-
theless, small loops always make up a significant fraction
the total string energy density at any one time and, as
demonstrate here, loop-induced inhomogeneities are con
erable if their lifetime is not much smaller than the Hubb
time. By properly incorporating these loop perturbations,
show that their contribution relative to the long string wak
is almost comparable and also highly correlated with th
wakes.

The context for this work is a major program of structu
formation simulations seeded by high resolution cosm
string networks with very large dynamic ranges@7–9#. This
work demonstrated that for open orL models withG5Vh
50.1–0.2 and a cold dark matter~CDM! background, the
linear density fluctuation power spectrum has both an am
tude at 8h21 Mpc, s8, and an overall shape which are co
sistent within uncertainties with those currently inferred fro
galaxy surveys. This result has also been confirmed u
semi-analytical phenomenological models which incorp
rated some of the main features of long string netwo
@10,11#.

In this paper we investigate the contribution of cosm
string loops to the linear power spectrum of cosmic str
induced density perturbations. This component has been
0556-2821/99/60~2!/023511~5!/$15.00 60 0235
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nored and excluded in previous work, due to both the co
putational difficulties and assumptions about the homoge
ity of the loop distribution. To this end we first perform ver
high resolution numerical simulations of a cosmic string n
work with a dynamic range extending from well before t
radiation-matter transition through to deep into the ma
era. We then use this network as a source for density pe
bations~as described in@7,9#! taking into account the large
scale power contributed from cosmic string loops. This
done by modeling cosmic string loops smaller than a fix
fraction of the horizon size as relativistic point masses. T
effects of the evaporation of these loops into gravitatio
waves and the damping of loop motion due to expansion
also included.

Note that here we assume the standard scenario with
evolving ‘‘infinite’’ string network, but there are alternativ
models in which the initial string configuration consists e
tirely of loops ~e.g. @12#!. Our results should also be clear
distinguished from other recent work@13# and @14#. The
former attempted to incorporate network decay products
the power spectrum of an additional fluid~with a variety of
possible equations of state!, while the latter endeavored t
argue that the primary energy loss mechanism for the
work is through particle production rather than the gravi
tional radiation from loops~refer to @15# on this point!.

Unless otherwise indicated, we useh50.7, Vm51 and
VL50 in the results presented here. A verified accurate
caling scheme for the resulting power spectrum with diff
ent choices ofh, Vm and VL is straightforward and de
scribed in Refs.@7,9,10,16#.

II. COSMIC STRING AND LOOP EVOLUTION

The Nambu equations of motion for cosmic strings in
expanding universe can be averaged to yield

dr`

dt
12H~11^v2&!r`52XL , ~1!

wherer` is the long string energy,t the physical time,H
5ȧ/a the Hubble parameter,a(t) the scale factor,̂v2& the
mean square velocity of strings, andXL the transfer rate of
©1999 The American Physical Society11-1
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energy density from long strings into loops. In the scali
regime the long string energy density should scale with
background energy density evolving as

dr`

dt
522

r`

t
. ~2!

Substituting this into Eq.~1! to eliminatedr` /dt gives

tXL

r`
5H ~12^v r

2&!;0.6 in radiation era,

2

3
~122^vm

2 &!;0.2 in matter era,
~3!

where^v r
2&*^vm

2 &;0.6 @4,5#. Both Eqs.~2! and ~3! provide
a check for the scaling behavior of long strings and loops
the cosmic string network simulations.

We know that the loops produced by a cosmic string n
work will decay into gravitational radiation, with a roughl
constant decay rateGGm2, wherem is the string linear en-
ergy density. TypicallyG550–100 with an averagêG&
;65 @17,18#. In very high-resolution simulations, we ob
serve a loop-production scale on which the loops are m
effectively generated by the network, although this is o
approached towards the end of simulations used here.
both analytical and numerical simplicity, therefore, we ma
the reasonable assumption that the loop production
‘‘monochromatic,’’ that is, all loops formed at the same tim
will have the same mass in the limiting scale-invariant d
tribution. We can write the initial rest mass of a loop form
at time t* as

ML* 5amt* [ f GGm2t* . ~4!

Here, the parameterf 5a/GGm is expected to be of orde
unity if the size of the loops formed at the timet is deter-
mined by gravitational radiation back reaction, whi
smoothes strings on scales smaller thanGGmt. In the simu-
lations we only impose the monochromatic assumpt
throughf on the loop decay lifetimes. Thus we have the r
mass of a loop formed at timet* evolving as

ML~ t* ,t !5ML* W~ t* ,t !, ~5!

where

W~ t* ,t !5H 12
t2t*
t~ t* !

for t* <t<t* 1t~ t* !

0 otherwise.

~6!

Here t(t* )' f t* is the lifetime of loops produced at tim
t* ( f 52, 3 implies the decay occurs in one horizon time
the radiation and matter eras respectively!. The evolution of
the loop energy density is then given by
02351
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rL~ t !5E
0

t

XL~ t8!Fa~ t8!

a~ t ! G3

W~ t8,t !dt8

}H f /t2 for f !1,

Af /t2 for f @1~radiation era!,

~ lnf !/t2 for f @1~matter era!,

~7!

where we have used the scaling behavior~2! and ~3!. Con-
sequently, the scaling of the power spectrum induced
loops inf should interpolate betweenf 2 andf ~radiation era!
or (lnf)2 ~matter era!. We notice in Eq.~7! that we have
ignored the effect of loop velocity redshifting due to th
expansion of the Universe, which causes a change in
effective mass. Because loops are formed with relativis
velocities, we expect this damping mechanism to have
strongest effect forf @1, but to be negligible forf !1.

If a loop formed at timet* has an initial physical velocity
v* , its trajectory in physical space accounting for the exp
sion of the Universe is then given by

x~ t !5x~ t* !1a~ t !E
t
*

t A

Aa~ t8!21A2

dt8

a~ t8!
~8!

for t>t* , where A5g* v* a* , A5uAu and g* 5(1
2uv* u2)1/2. Here we have neglected the acceleration of loo
due to the momentum carried away by the gravitational
diation, the so-called ‘‘rocket effect.’’ A numerical calcula
tion for several asymmetric loops shows that the rate of m
mentum radiation from an oscillating loop is

uṖu5GPGm2, ~9!

whereGP;10 @19#. Combining with Eq.~5!, one can show
that this rocket effect will become important only when

t

t*
*11

f

11GP /~Ggv !
, ~10!

which affects only the final stages of the loop lifetime
long asGP /(Ggv),1, or equivalentlyv*0.15c. For a typi-
cal v* ;c/A2, one requires a loop lifetime*43t* in the
radiation era and*17t* in the matter era to redshift down t
this critical velocity according to Eq.~8!. Since the values of
f we explore here are of order unity, it is a reasonable
proximation to neglect the transfer of momentum due
gravitational radiation.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

We first perform string simulations with a string samplin
spacing 1/1000 of the simulation box sizes. The dynam
ranges cover from 0.05 to 300heq, whereheq is the confor-
mal time at radiation-matter energy density equality. W
then perform the structure formation simulations with b
sizes ranging from 20–120h21 Mpc, and a resolution of
1283–5123. Figure 1 shows the evolution ofXL . We can see
that the expected amount of energy was converted into lo
in our simulations so thatXL has the correct asymptotic be
1-2
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COSMIC STRING LOOPS AND LARGE-SCALE STRUCTURE PHYSICAL REVIEW D60 023511
havior given by Eq.~3!. However, the typical loop-size~and
consequently their lifetime! does not approach scaling s
rapidly and is therefore larger than physically expected
most of the duration in the simulations@4,5#. To overcome
this problem we rescale the loop lifetime according to E
~4!. Thus the uncertainty in the average mass and there
the lifetime of loops formed at a given time is quantified
the choice of the parameterf. The initial rms velocity of
loops observed from the simulations iŝv

*
2 &1/2*0.7c

throughout all the regimes.
Figure 2 shows the power spectrum of density pertur

tions induced by long strings and by cosmic string loops
f 51 for a small dynamic range from 2.5 to 5heq. We can
see that when compared with the spectrum induced by s
loops ~dot dashed!, the amplitude of small-scale perturb
tions induced by moving loops~dashed! is clearly reduced by
their motion. However, their large-scale power is higher
cause of the dependence of the gravitational interaction
the loop velocities, especially when they are relativistic. W
also see that the gravitational decay of loop energy~thin
solid! damps the overall amplitude of the power spectr
~dashed! by about a factor of 3. We notice that between t
long-string correlation scalekj'20/h @7–9# and the scale
kL'10kj , the slope of the loop spectrum~thin solid! is ex-
actly the same as that of the long-string spectrumn'
22.25 @9#. We believe that this close correspondence is d

FIG. 1. Evolution ofXL(t). The dotted lines are the asymptot
values in the radiation and the matter eras.

FIG. 2. Small dynamic range power spectra of density pertur
tions seeded by long strings~thick solid!, by loops with initial ve-
locities v* switched to zero~dot-dashed!, and by loops withv*
determined by string network evolution~dashed and thin solid!. The
thin solid line includes the effect of gravitational decay of the lo
energy, while the other two loop lines do not but with loops
moved after a period of timet* 5t* .
02351
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to copious loop production being strongly correlated w
long string intercommuting events and the collapse of hig
curved long string regions@4#, that is, near the strongest lon
string perturbations. Moreover, these correlations persis
time with the subsequent motion of loops and long strin
lying preferentially in the same directions, a phenomen
which has been verified by observing animations of str
network evolution. These correlations between loops a
long strings, however, have a lower cutoff represented by
mean loop spacingdL;kL

21 . Below dL , the effects of indi-
vidual filaments swept out by moving loops can be iden
fied. In terms of the power spectrum, fork,kL the loops are
strongly correlated with the long strings and therefore re
force the wake-like perturbations, while fork.kL their fila-
mentary perturbations increase the spectral index by ab
one to n'21.25; this change is expected on geometri
grounds.

In Fig. 3 we plot the power spectra of density perturb
tions seeded by long stringsP`(k), by small loopsPL(k),
and by both loops and long stringsPtot(k). The dynamic
range here extends from 0.6 to 7.5heq. As expectedPL(k)
scales more moderately thanf 2 but more strongly thanf @see
Eq. ~7!#. It is also apparent that the perturbations induced
long strings and by loops are positively correlated w
Ptot(k).PL(k)1P`(k) throughout the whole scale rang
This positive correlation between loops and long strin
boosts the large-scaleP`(k) by a factor of 1.5, 1.8 and 2.2 to
reachPtot(k) for f 50.5, 1 and 2 respectively, even ifPL(k)
is a relatively small fraction ofP`(k) on these scales.

Figure 4 shows the correlation coefficient between
long-string and loop induced perturbations. We see that l
strings and loops are strongly positively correlated on la
scales, but weakly correlated on small scales where the lo
dominate the perturbations~also see Fig. 3!. The thresholdkt
between these two regimes must be significantly larger t
kL because, fork,kL , PL(k) is well below and roughly
parallel toP`(k) ~see Figs. 2 and 3!. We also verify that
Ptot(k)/P`(k) is approximately a constant fork,kL&kt ,
which again provides strong evidence for the fact that loo
behave as part of the long-string network on large scales

Given these properties of the string power spectra,
can easily construct a semi-analytic model forPtot(k) as for

-

-

FIG. 3. The lower set of 3 lines arePL(k) for f 50.5 ~dotted!, 1
~dot-dashed! and 2 ~dashed!. P`(k) is plotted as a solid line. The
upper set of lines arePtot(k) with corresponding line styles andf
values to the lower set of lines.
1-3
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AVELINO, SHELLARD, WU, AND ALLEN PHYSICAL REVIEW D 60 023511
P`(k) @7,9#. We first multiply the structure functionF(k,h)
of P`(k) by J(h, f ) to account for the boostPtot(k)/P`(k)
on large scales (k,kt), and then by a numerically verifie
form H(k,h, f )5@11(k/kt)

4#1/4 to account for the turnove
for k.kt(h, f ). J(h, f ) is calibrated phenomenologicall
from simulations deep in the radiation era through to th
deep in the matter era. In the pseudo-scaling regime for
loop size,kt is revealed to be at least 10kj'200/h depending
on f. Thus we can carry out a full-dynamic-range integrati
to obtain Ptot(k). In Fig. 5 we compare thisPtot(k) and
P`(k) @7,9# with observations@20#. The background cosmol
ogy is Vc50.15, VL50.85 andh50.7, and we have use
the Cosmic Background Explorer~COBE! normalization
Gm51.731026 @21# throughout. Since loops are point-lik
and they have little impact through the Kaiser-Stebbins
fect on COBE-scale cosmic microwave background~CMB!
anisotropies, we expect this normalization to be very wea
dependent on the value off ; indeed, loops were found to b
negligible in Ref.@22#. Thus we see from Fig. 5 that forf
*0.5, loops can contribute significantly to the total pow
spectrum and ease the large-scale bias problem seen p
ously @7,9,23#. Definite conclusions, therefore, about biasi
in cosmic string models will need further advances in de
mining the magnitude of the parameterf, while all future
large-scale structure simulations will now require the the
clusion of loops.

These additional complications in modeling cosmic str
structure formation are most obvious on small scales, wh
even higher resolution and large dynamic range simulati
will be required. However, we expect the power spectrum
large scales to be only weakly dependent on the detail
loop formation. Within the present pseudo-scaling regime
loop size, we know thatkt*kL*10kj as shown in Fig. 2 and
discussed previously. Taking this extreme minimumkt
510kj , then, we find that the semi-analytic model over t
full dynamic range gives at most a 2% difference inPtot(k)
for k,1h Mpc21 when the filament termH(k,h, f ) is ex-
cluded fromF(k,h) ~for Vc50.15, VL50.85 andh50.7).
This means that although the simulations described in
paper are already on the verge of present computer capa
ties, a further detailed study on small scales will impro
only the overall normalization ofPtot(k) but not the shape
revealed here iff is constant throughout. We notice that a
thoughf should be constant in both deep radiation and d

FIG. 4. The correlation coefficient between the long-string a
loop induced perturbations, withf 50.5,1,2,4,6~downwards!.
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matter eras due to the scaling of string network, it may v
over the transition era. This time dependence inf could
slightly alter the shape ofPtot(k) given here, and this de
serves further investigation on cosmic string evolution. W
also note that advances in understanding loop forma
mechanisms will also be crucial in quantifying the impo
tance of the gravitational radiation background emitted
cosmic string network and its effect on large-scale struct
and CMB anisotropies@24#.

IV. CONCLUSION

In this paper we have described the results of hig
resolution numerical simulations of structure formati
seeded by a cosmic string network with a large dynam
range, taking into account for the first time the loops p
duced by the network. We show that on large scales
loops behave like part of the long-string network and c
therefore contribute significantly to the total power spectr
of density perturbations, provided their lifetime is not mu
smaller than one Hubble time. At present, the typical s
and lifetime of loops formed by a string network remains
be studied in more detail; the problem is both computati
ally and analytically challenging. However, within the sca
range of interest further developments in this area have
potential to affect the overall amplitude of the spectru
while leaving the shape largely unchanged. The results
sented here provide further encouragement for more deta
work on both the nature of cosmic string evolution and t
large-scale structures they induce in cosmologies withG
5Vh50.1–0.2.
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FIG. 5. Comparison of the observational power spectrum@20#

with P`(k) ~solid!, and Ptot(k) for f 50.5,1,2,4,6~dashed, up-
wards!, with a full dynamic range.
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